
Path Planning

We now have something pretty amazing. If everything goes well, we always know where we are, even
though our sensors and odometers are noisy. We also know our map, meaning we know what’s around us,
and can think about where our robot can and can’t be. So, it’s time to think about some more abstract
planning than just “charge the balloon.”
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Input to the path planner comes in three pieces: The map and the robot’s current pose on it come from the
mapping module, and the goal pose comes from somewhere else, either externally from a human controller
or a pre-programmed destination, or from a higher layer. Once the planner has these, it can find a path
from the current pose to the goal pose. A path on a map is a sequence of points along with the robot
travels. Just as when you navigate, we will divide the path into a collection of waypoints, and connections
between these waypoints. Ideally, the connects between adjacent waypoints are free of obstacles, making
the next waypoint a pose that can be computed using kinematics, and thus suitable for input into the
action selection module below.

There are many ways to find paths; we will discuss three here.

Grids

1. The first technique (or really set of techniques) relies on the fact that most likely our map is in the
form of an occupancy grid.

2. The basic strategy is to use that grid to build a graph that represents the free space.

(a) Make the following environment with a robot, a goal, and 3 obstacles.
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(b) The occupancy grid might look like this:
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(c) Then we overlay a graph on all the free space, with 1 vertex in each unoccupied cell, with
connecting edges to the neighbors:
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(d) Now, to find a path, all we need to do is perform a graph search from the vertex nearest the
robot to the vertex nearest the goal. Each vertex is a waypoint, and we proceed as described
above.

3. How well does it work?

(a) well, we have an awful lot of vertices, so the search might be slow, but |E| ∈ O(|V |), so it won’t
be terrible.

(b) The paths we get are all rectilinear and ugly- sort of a cliché robot.

(c) If any part of a cell is occupied we mark the whole cell as occupied. This means we might block
off perfectly accessible pass as occupied, but if we don’t do that, then we might return a path
that actually passes through an obstacle. (There are ways around this, like Approximate Cell
Decomposition, but they require we have exact mathematical models of the obstacles, which is
just not practical in real life)

Visibility graphs

1. Visibility graphs give us a better way to find paths through graph search. The paths are optimal, or
close to it.

2. The basic idea is that if we stretched a rubber band from start to target, weaving in and out of the
obstacles, the band would form a straight line between the obstacles, and would wrap around the
obstacles themselves.

3. When looking at convex poligopnal obstacles, we get a situation where the rubber band runs along
the side of an obstacle, and then crosses space from a corner of that obstacle to the corner of another:
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4. The key insight to visibility graphs is that the “rubber bands” can only leave an obstacle at a corner,
and can only start touching an obstacle at another corner, and those destination corners are only
those that are “visible” from the departure corners, i.e. can be reached by traveling a straight line
without crossing an obstacle.

5. So what we could do, is build a picture of all rubber-band paths that are possible, thus building a
graph of all visible corners, also known as a Visibility Graph:

6. Once we have that graph, serching for the shortest path in that graph from the start point to the
destination gives us the shortes path through the map.

7. So how do we build the graph? We’ll look at the naive version, which is shown in Algorithm 1.

8. All this does is look at all pairs of corners. If the edge formed by the pair passes through any edge
on an obstacle, don’t add it to the set of visibility edges.

9. This is obviously O(n3). This can be reduced in O(n2), but we won’t cover that.

Voronoi graphs

• Let’s talk about drug stores.

• Let’s face it, one drug store, CVS, Rite Aid, is pretty like another, so customers go to the one closest
to their home.

• So, we’re doing store location strategy, and we need to know where to place our new store. If we’re
too close to one of our sotres, the new store will steal customer from the old one. If we’re too close
to a comptetior , we’ll comptete too strongly for
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Algorithm 1 Constructing a visibility graph

Require: set of N vertices ni and N edges ej . Why N edges, not N2?
v ← ∅
for all c ∈ vertices do

for all d ∈ vertices, where c 6= d do
v ← v ∪ edge cd
for all e ∈ edges do

if e intersects cd then
Remove cd from v
break

end if
end for

end for
end for

• Obviously, we don’t want to be too close to another store, but where does it go?

• The key is to make a diagram of the regions that a particular drugstore serves (that is the area
around each store that is closer to that store than to any other store).

• It turns out that this is a classic problem from mathematics: that of forming a Voronoi diagram.

• A voronoi diagram is:

– Start with a collection of Points in a plane

– Divide the plane into regions, one region per Point, where each region consists of those points
that are closer to the Point of the region than to any other Point.

• So what we want to do is build a voronoi diagram where the Points are the locations of stores.

• we could then find the largest regions, and place stores in those regions to maximize the take of our
new store.

• So, how do we build a voronoi diagram? The key insight is that between a pair of points, the voronoi
diagram is a half-plane, where the boundry is a line that is the perpendicular bisector of the segment
between the two points.

• Therefore the voronoi region around a point (the collection of all points closer to that point than any
other) is the intersection of all of those half-planes:

• We have n points in the outer loop, and n passes through the inner loop. Finding a half-plane is
O(1), but finding the intersection between rp and h takes O(m) where m is the number of edges,
lines and rays defining the boundry of rp. Since in worst case, m = n, the whole algorithm is O(n3).

• Let’s see this dawn out: we need to look at the properties of the diagrams.
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Algorithm 2 Constructing a voronoi diagram

Require: set x of n points
for all dop ∈ x

Let rp ← entire plane
for all doq ∈ x, q 6= p

Find half-plane h between p and q
rp ← rp ∩ h

end for
end for
Return: set of all rps

– if there are just two points, the region for point p is all the points closer to p than q:

This makes up a half plane in the plane. The boundry of the half plane is the perpendicular
bisector of the segment pq.

– if we add a third point r,

the region of p consists of the points that are both closer to p than q, and closer to p than r.
This is the intersection of the pq half plane, and the pr half plane.

– Adding a fourth point s, the region of p is the set of points that are closer to p than q, closer
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to p than r, and closer to p than s:

or the intersection of the three half planes, pq, pr, and ps.

– and so on. The final diagram might look like:

Generalized Voronoi Diagrams

1. Of course, in the real world, our obstacles are never points, they’re large objects.

2. What we want is a generalization of the VD, known as Generalized Voronoi Diagrams. These are
just like regular VDs, but instead of the regions around points, we have the regions around objects.
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3. We can do this mathematically as we did for the VDs, but it requires computing high degree algebraic
curves, and is considered computationally intractable. Notice how complex the curves are in the
pitcure above.

4. We can however approximate it a number of ways.

(a) One way is to divide the region into many small points, and test each point to find the closest
obstacle. Add that point to the region around the piece of obstacle. The transitions between
these regions are the edges of the graph.

(White points and inde segments are obstacles, colored regions are areas that are closest to one
particular obstacle. This can be done very quickly on graphics cards.)
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(b) A way to approximate this is to do the following: place points along every obstacle edge at some
uniform distance; run a regular voronoi diagram constructor across those points; delete any edge
in the diagram that crosses the boundry of an obstacle (from https://www.cs.columbia.edu/

~pblaer/projects/path_planner/):

Points placed on the obstacles on a map of the Columbia University campus

The full voronoi diagram for those points
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All edges that pass through an obstacle eliminated.

(c) Obviously, this is really expensive.

Configuration Space

1. Let’s go back and talk about robot arms/manipulators for a minute. Although they don’t locomote,
everything we said about navigation applies to them as well. How so? The key is using something
called configuration space (or cspace).

2. Cspace is a different way of representing the pose of a robot. Up to now, the pose was the position
an orientation of the hand in 3 dimensional real space. Another way to represent the pose is to plot
the angles of the joints. The pose is plotted as a point where each dimension is the angle of one of
the joints. Here, a 2 joint arm (on the left) is shown in 2 different positions in a crowded workspace.
It wants to move from position 1 to position 2. On the the right is a plot of the configuration space,
where points are the angles of the two joints. Obstacles are drawn in for regions that would be
impossible to reach.
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3. If we want to move an arm somewhere, up until now, we just set the angles of the joints based on the
inverse kinematics. Each motor turned to the desired point, but this does not take into account any
obstacles. If there are any, we need to plan a path around them, just as we do with a mobile robot.

4. The good news is, this is solved exatly how we would with mobile robots: visibility or voronoi graph,
search.

5. The bad news is, that with mobile robots, we problem space is limited to 2 dimensions. In c-space, the
dimensionality grows with the number of joints, making solving simple problems with many-jointed
arms very expensive.
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